The latest jet to join the Air Canada fleet is superefficient, ultramodern and totally homegrown. This marvel of Canadian aerospace design and engineering is the Airbus A220, born in Mirabel, Quebec, and formerly known as the Bombardier C Series.

Air Canada will be the first North American carrier to operate the Airbus A220-300 – the larger of two variants. More routes are possible thanks to the aircraft’s incredible range of 3,200 nautical miles (5,926 kilometres). Our first A220s are now in service, and will be flying new Montreal–Seattle and Toronto–San Jose, California, routes starting in May.

This jetliner is 20 percent more fuel efficient per seat than comparable aircraft, partly because the engines use a fan-drive gear system that spins the front-engine fans three times slower than the compressor and turbine. The use of lightweight aluminum-lithium alloy for the main body and carbon fibre in the wings also helps make the A220 much less thirsty for fuel.

For pilots, the A220 incorporates the best features of modern airliners: The unique Airbus flight-control side stick, or joystick, controls the up and down motion, as well as the ailerons and spoilers which turn, or bank, the airplane. Also included are a futuristic Heads-up Display that pulls down in front of the main flight-deck window, and the electronic checklists already familiar to Air Canada pilots of the Boeing 787.

I wish I had a chance to fly it. Air Canada pilots are trained on only one aircraft, whereas all flight attendants have added the new jet to their list. Some 160 pilots will be flying our A220s during peak summer season, delivering you to destinations across North America.
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